
Some practical notes on propaganda, Michael Beer, 6-1-1995 
Know your 
1. Message 

a. define the problem first 
b. before giving the solution 

2. Target and opponent 
3. Test your idea on small group 
4. Gather feedback from inside burma 

Example: boycott pepsi 
1. a. Pepsi supports SLORC 

b. therefore boycott pepsi 
2. burma citizens who are most likely to drink pepsi.... (young, urban people?) 
3. test your boycott campaign theme on burmese in oslo. 
4. monitor letters and accounts from Burma on campaign success. 

Steps for how to react to Dictator Concessions 
1 define concession 
2 have the pro democracy movement take the credit 
3 point out weaknesses-problems for Dictator 
4 Define next battle and attack 

Example: Funeral for U NU 
1. SLORC was forced to allow the big public funeral for U Nu. 
2. The burma public opinion and NLD forced SLORC to back down. 
3. SLORC's ability to control the people is eroding. Reflects more internal fighting 
in SLORC leadership and growing self assurance of opposition. 
4. The people of Burma will never give up the right to hold funerals and invite 
large crowds without the approval of any government. 	Additional 
commemorations of U Nu are anticipated. 

Dictator repression 
a. is a sign they are afraid of the people. 
b. Violence by Dictator is a sign that the Nonviolent actions are having a powerful 
effect. 
c. can often create splits in the Dictator leadership 

Politics is about ideas. 
Pillars of support are held together by ideas. (i.e. tatmadaw for national security) 
A. Redefine these ideas or B. reassign the function to another pillar. 
Base these ideas on old burmese traditions and history. 



Audience building 	+ Retention  

(1) NAMES, PLACES, SCHOOLS (2) Advertising

future programming 	--> sserial 

(3) Loosen up. BBC

US.  DUB VS. 	VCA repititions

	theme  development 
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